
Best Practice 1 
Eco-restoration of Pushkarni and Ramnadi near Someshwar temple 

complex, Baner 

 
News of Reed Bed 

 
News of Reed Bed 

               
Constructed Reed Bed 

        
Water Analysis on site 

 
 

                          
Dr. Sanjay Kharat 
Principal 



                          

To Whom So Ever It Concern 

 

Kirloskar Vasundhra Film Festival (KVIFF) is successfully addressing various environmental 

initiatives for last 17 years in pune and outside. Under the film festival various activities are 

undertaken every year for local communities, school and college students like heritage and 

biodiversity walk, environmental project, exhibition, river walk, cleaning drive, plantation 

programme, slogan competition, environmental awareness drive etc. along with 

environmental film screening. The message of the festival is to preserve, protect and save the 

earth for next generation.  

Ramnadi restoration mission (RRM) is one of the initiatives of KVIFF to restore a holy Ram 

River in a pune city. River has an 19.2 km long stretch flowing south west through three 

gram panchayats in pune city and finally reaches to Mula river. River is getting polluted 

because of encroachment along riverside due to construction, untreated inflow of sewage, 

anthropogenic activities and many more.  

Kirloskar Vasundhra have planned to undertake project on ‘Ecorestoration of Pushkarni and 

River Ram near Someshwar temple complex, Baner through reed bed technology” under 

RRM at Someshwarwadi (Lat. 18.5461
0
, Longitude 73.797655

0
) Pashan, Pune. Modern 

college, Ganeshkhind, Pune is actively involved in research and development with reference 

to biodiversity assessment, ecological restoration, wildlife study, conservation strategies and 

management. Taking into consideration expertise of faculty members namely Dr. Sanjay 

Kharat and Dr. Prachi Kshirsagar we are associated with college as knowledge partner for 

above mention project since last four years. College has given inputs in designing the reed 

bed, selection of material for reed bed construction, selection of plants for plantation on Reed 

bed. College is regularly monitoring the physical parameters of water. 

 

Virendra Chitrav  

(Festival Director) 



                                                                             

 

7.2.1 The Best Practices 

Best Practice 2 

Future Bankers’ Forum – A Step towards Professional Banking 

 

 



                                                                             

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bank Mitra 



                                                                             

 

Interaction with Experts in Banking 

 

Financial Literacy Material for School 


